Due to a couple small bugs in the portal that needed to be resolved the 3.2 release that was scheduled for this morning has been moved to tomorrow morning Friday March 19, 2021 at 0700 MDT.

Please note below a summary of changes that will be made with 3.2:

**Portal:**
- Fixed list selections not clearing out when Action Button is clicked. Previously, after selecting items in the list on the portal page, the selections did not clear out completely, leading to unexpected behavior with the action buttons not being active even though items were selected. Now after clicking an action button in the home page, the user's selections will be cleared.
- The new request screen in portal has been updated to make it clearer to users that their request was created successfully. After clicking 'Save' a message will be displayed and the user will be returned to the top of the form.
- Fixed reloading Portal while in a List View. Previously, if you opened an incident, request or resource in the details view on the portal home page, then went back to the list view and refreshed the page, the home page would refresh and open in details view.
- The 'Configure Multi-Factor Authentication' link no longer appears in the User Profile in portal.

**Requests:**
- Fill with Agreement has been disabled as a fill option for Airtankers, Fixed Wing and Helicopters. Users should fill these requests using an existing resource and contract in the system.
- Fixed Name Requested Resource still showing on List View after Name Request removed from Request. Previously, after unchecking the 'Named Request' box on a request, the requested resource value did not clear out and would display in the request list in the portal. Now when unchecking the 'Named Request' will remove the requested resource value.
- Financial Code, Needed by Time, and Needed by Time Zone are no longer editable by the filling dispatch.

Continued...
• Inclusions check box and inclusion special needs auto documentation has been changed from 'Rental Car Approved' to 'Rental Vehicle Approved'.
• The 'Fill with Override' option on a request is now only available on request for an Overhead Position.
• When creating a new request and selecting 'Number of Requests' value > 1 (e.g., creating 10 Engine requests), if an attachment is added on the new request screen, the attachment will be on all of the requests created. Previously, the attachment was only on the first request.
• A new 'Compact' field has been added to the Request screen. This field will only have values to select from when a Compact is open that includes the incident dispatch. Compacts will be added in an upcoming release.
• Resolved issue that resources displayed that can be filled on a request will now adhere to the inclusions/exclusions indicated on the request.
• Fixed a bug that Operational Name will now populate on temporary resources. Previously, non-inventory resources did not generate an Operational Name.

To sign up for IROC User Notices go to the following link:  
https://tinyurl.com/599tp6pf